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ABSTRACT 

PVM (Parallel Vimial Machine) is a software package that can be used as a single 

p d l e l  virtual machine containing many hosts of different or the same architectures. in 

PVM, one host is designated to be the master node while the others are slaves. PVM is 

capable of creating a partially distributed environment that uses a virtual star topology as a 

network stmcture. 

The existing fault toierant mechanism offered by PVM depends largely on the 

application Ievel. Each application must contain system calls that will notify the application 

of a node failure. Thus, the recovety process is the responsibility of the application 

programmer. 

The objectives of this project are : 

To analyze and review possible fault-tolerant techniques which c m  be used to enhance 

the existing fault-tolerant mechanism in PVM. 

To select one of the fault-tolerant techniques and implement it. 

To diagnose and detect a master node failure and suggest protective measures to 

handle such failure: 

To move the fault tolerant issue in PVM from the application level to the system level. 

Such an approach will improve the execution speed of PVM application prograrns 

and ease the task of building fault-tolerant application program; 

To reduce the number of tests executed by the master node. This reduction will 

minirnize the consequences of the master node failure. In the existing PVM 

environment dl the testing requests are carried out by the master node. 

To achieve these objectives, the system is rnodeled to represent assignmenü of 

testing roles to the nodes, including their activities in order to determine faults, how faults 



are identified, and the actions to be taken when faults are detected. The PMC Single 

Loop model of Sequentially diagnosable systems is implemented in the PVM environment 

under certain assumptions for the PMC model. 



Chapter One 

1.1 introduction 

Distributed systems play an important role in today's society. Examples of such 

systems include automated teller machine networks, airline reservaîion systems and on 

site credit card validation. Distributed computing aiiows a collection of cornputers 

regardless of their type to be connected by a communication network [6].  Transparency 

in a distributed system is noted by hiding the hardware architecture fiom the application 

programmer. Transparency is a key issue that should be taken into consideration when 

designing a distributed system. Transparency in a distributed system enables the user to 

share files and execute programs regardless of their location. offering users the 

convenience of a local environment with a distributed performance [ I l ] .  The possibility 

of parallelism is another propem that can be exploited using a didbuted system [8]. 

This property leads to the developrnent of recent parailel- oriented distributed systems 

such as Linda and PVM. 

Parallei V i  Machine (PVM) is a software package that can be used as a single 

p d e l  virtual machine containing many hosts of dBerent or the same architectures. In 

PVM, one host is designated to be the maser node while the others are slaves [12]. 

PVM is capable of creating a partially distributed environment that uses a vimial star 

topology as a network structure. 

The existing fault tolerant mechanism offered by PVM depends largely on the 

application programmers Each application must contain system calls (i.e. pvm-mstat() 



and pvm-notifyo ) that will notie the application of a node failure. Thus, the recovery 

process is the responsibility of the application programmers. 

The design of Fault-Tolerant Systems consists of several phases that should be 

followed when designing such systerns [2]. The h t  phase in the design is Fault 

Diagnosis which has received a considerable amount of research under the theory of 

System-Level Fault Diagmsis. In order to determine how diagnosable a given system is, 

the systern must be modeled to represent the testing assignments and perform the testing 

process. Tests are selected scheduled and supervised by various strategies [20]. One- 

Step Diagnoses and Adaptive Diagooses are the two basic test selection and scheduiing 

strategies. There are three strategies of test supervision. The First is Centraiized 

Diagnosis, where a cenaal controller is responsible for requesting that testing be 

performed, collecting their resuits and finally deciduig on the status of each unit in the 

systern. Distributed and Roving Diagnoses are the other two alternative diagnosis 

strategies. 

Perparata, Metze and Chien innoduced the first model of diagnosable systems and 

it is known as the PMC model [29]. The two classes of diagnosable systems identified 

by this mode1 are One Step t-Fault Diagnosable Systems and Sequentially Diagnosable 

Systems. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to anain the following goals: 

To analyze and review possible fault-tolerant techniques which can be used to 

enhance the existing fault-tolerant mechanism Ui PVM. 

To select one of the fault-tolerant techniques and implement it . 

To diagnose and detect a master node fdure and take protective rneasures to handle 

such failure; 



To move the fault tolerant issue in PVM £iom the application level to the system 

level. Such an approach will improve the execution speed of PVM application 

programs and ease the task of building fault-tolerant application programs; 

The fifth goal is to reduce the number of tests executed by the master node. This 

reduction will mhimke the consequences of the master node failure. In the existing 

PVM environment al1 the testing requests are carried out by the master node. 

To achieve these objectives, the system must be modeled to represent assignments 

of testhg roles to the nodes, including their activities in order to determine faults, how 

faults are identified and the actions to be taken when faults are detected. The PMC Single 

Loop model of sequentially diagnosable systems was hnplemented as a System-Level 

Diagnostic Scheme to the PVM environment. 

The second chapter of üi is  thesis is an oveMew of dismibuted systems and 

PVM. The third chapter htroduces the concept of Fault Tolerant Systems and the 

necessary phases that should be followed when designing such systems. The fourth 

chapter is an o v e ~ e w  of an adaptive distributed system-level diagnosis aigorithm that 

uses a distributed diagnosis as an alternative diagnosis strategy and it does not require the 

existence of an ultra-reliable nodeThe aigorithn~ was developed by Arnold Bianchùii and 

Busken [4]. In the nfth chapter, we d l  discuss the two classes of diagnosable systems in 

the PMC model and then describe the design and implementation of the Single-Loop 

System class of sequentidy diagnosable systems in a PVM environment. Finally the 

sixth chapter will conclude this thesis. 



Chapter Two 

Distribufed Systems and P W  Overview 

2.1 System Model 

There are two views regarding a distributed system. The first is the physical 

mode1 that describes the sinichue of the physical components of a distnbuted system. 

The logical mode1 is a description of a distributed system fiom the application 

perspective; it describes the interactions between different processes [27]. 

2.1.1 Physical Model 

Netrvork communication is a vital physical part of the design of a distributed 

system. The structure of a distributed system nehvork depends on the Bow and control 

of data. There are six basic network structures. These structures can be cornbined to fom 

other network structures. structure of a network is aiso referred to as network 

topology [ L 31. 

Star Topoiogy 

The star structure shown in figure 2.1 consists of one or more nodes connected on 

a point-to-point data 80w with a master node. The master controls and maintains the 

flow of data with the other subservient data flow control at the other nodes. This network 

topology is the most common, due to its hierarchical nature and its resemblance to the 

hierarchical nature of the human organizations. This topology has two advantages: 

( i ) A fail-soft for links and non-master node. A fail-soft property means that any node 

or lllik failure will not effect the operation of the remaining nodes within the topology. 

( ü ) A good performance because of the lack of interference. 



The drawback of such topology is that a master node failure will result in a 

complete system shut-down. One suggestion to minllnize the consequences of a master 

node failure is to reduce its duties to a communication switch node and to assign its 

remahhg duties to the other slave nodes. 

Figure 2.1 Star Topology 

Hierarch ical Topology 

This stnicture is an extension of the star topology and is also known as a tree 

topology ( figure 2.2). The control is centered at the central hub and reduced at each hub 

away fiom the center. An example of such topology occurs through a connection of many 

computer terminals to a central computer through a &ont end processor. In this 

connection the temünals are slaved to the fiont end processon, which in tum are slaved 

to the central computer. The low cost and high performance are the advantages of such a 

topology. Also, this topology aims to remove the burden placed on the master node in the 



previous star structure. This approach leads to the removal of the fail-sofi property of 

the star topology, because any node failure here wili deny access to any of its subservient 

nodes. 

Figure 2.2 Hierarchical Topology 

Ring Topolugy 

The ring structure consists of two or more nodes connected on a point-to-point 

data flow with the two adjacent nodes (figure 2.3). There is no master-slave relationship. 

instead nodes share the same responsibilities in an equal manner. Every node within the 

ring provides a routing function to pass messages for another node. The ring stnicture is 

the second most common topology. Link sharing in the ring structure results in a low-cost 

communication but lowers the o v e d  performance. Communication in this strucnue may 

be unidirectionai or bi-directional. In the case of unidirectional co~~l~~lunication, a node 

failure will resdt in a total network failure [Il]. 



Figure 2.3 Ruig Topology 

Linear structure resembles a broken ring and maintains the properties of a broken 

ring. This topology is aiso known as a Backbone System. This structure is commonly 

used as a gateway comecting different or the same topologies. 

Fuily connected 

A fully connected structure is an extension of the ring topology (figure 2.4). There 

exists a communication liak path between each node and ai l  other nodes. Every node has a 



direct communication link to every other node. This topology maintains high performance 

and fail-soft properties. nie major drawback is the hi& cost of communication links. A 

M y  connected logical codiguration is not commoniy used. We may use such structure to 

implement a fault tolerant mechanism for distributed systems in which links are used as 

test paths. 

Figure 2.4 Fully Comected 

2.1.2 Logical Mode1 

In this model, distributed systems are viewed fkom their application's 

perspective. A distributed application consists of various tasks which are executed 

concurrently on many nodes. The execution behavior of these tasks can be described as 

follows : 



Independent : Concurrent tasks are said to be independent if they are self sufficient 

and if they can be executed to their completion point, without any interference or help 

fkom the other tasks and without waiting for any shared resources. 

Competing: Concurrent tasks may compete for any system resource but they do not 

require any exchange of information. Cornpeting tasks are heavily used when designing 

operating systems. 

Cooperating Tasks: Such tasks are designed to work together to accomplish a cornmon 

goal. Reliable communication is an integral part of their fhction. Most tasks of 

parallel applications are considered to be cooperating tasks. The behavior of such 

tasks will be illustrated in detail in the next section using the PVM environment. 

The network of a distributed system is treated as a Mly connected network 

regardless of its physical topology. Every node must be able to reach any other node 

within the distributed system, either directly or through an intermediate node depending 

on its physical topology. 

2.2 lnterprocess Communication 

Interprocess communication in a distributed system plays an important role. It 

provides policies and mechanisms which have a direct effect on local and remote 

communication between participating processes and resource management. Inter-Process 

(IP) communication consists of IP primitives and a tramport protocol that will support 

such primitives. 

2.2.1 Transport Layer Protocoi 

The transport service provides a transparent transfer of data between processes. 

Data is transferred in sequence without errors or duplication. The transport layer is the 



most complex of ail communication layen. It provides a hi& quality end-to-end service. 

The degree of complexity of such a protocol depends upon the underlying services. There 

are two standards for a transport layer. The first is a connectionless transport protocol 

which is unreliable because it may discard, duplicate or re-order messages. In 

communications systems that are based on the connectionless protocol, each message is 

passed to the delivery service layer which tries to deliver the message as an isolated unit 

while assumùig no relationship among the successive messages. 

The second standard is a connection-onented transport protocol. This protocol 

operates in three different phases: establishing a comection. data transfer. and releasing 

the connection. The logical channel between the comrnunicating entities are represented 

by a record that contains the parameters of data tramfer and the channel state. Such 

parameters speci fy  the quality of senice, the addressing, fonnarting, sequencing and Bo w 

of units. 

Both of the above two services have their advantages and disadvantages. In 

comectionless services. the data delivery is fast, the protocol is simple and there is no 

connection management overhead, due to the fact that no relationship is assumed among 

the message units. Each message has a long header that uniquely identifies each message. 

This long header causes a transmission overhead. Also, the message delivery is unreliable 

and the resulting errors mut be handled by the receiving host. On the other hand. the 

connection oriented protocol provides a reliable service where error handling is done by a 

lower layer protocol and is ûamparent to the host. Messages are delivered in the order in 

which they were sent. The destination address is only needed during the logical channel 

establishment. The overhead resulting fiom establishing and releasing each connection 

makes this service Less efficient- 



2.2.2 Error control mechanisms 

The transferred messages are subject to damage, loss a d o r  duplication. The 

transport layer provides an error control mechanism as an integral part of its services. The 

following mechanisms can be used to control these errors. 

Checksurn: This method is used for detecting damaged messages. When a damaged 

message is encountered, the recovery process is initiated using acknowledgment and 

re-transmission. 

Explkit acknowledgment: This method is designed to prevent message loss. Such a 

method has two problems: acknowledgment responses may be lost and duplicated 

requests may be generated. 

Implicit acknowledgment: This method is also designed to prevent data loss. 

Sequence nurnbers and other identifiers: This mechanisrn is used to prevent 

duplication and miss-sequencing. A message miss-sequencing occurs as a result of 

transport level loss and re-transmission while message duplication resuits from re- 

transmission. 

2.2.3 Inter-Process communication (IPC) primitives 

There are three common types of communications primitives. These 

communication primitives are based on : 

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 

Transactions 

Message passing 

Remote procedure cal1 is a linguistic approach based on the concept of procedure 

cal1 in the sîructured programming environment In RPC, when a process sends a requesf 



the process will block itself until a remote server sends a reply. The goal of RPC is to 

enable distributed programs to be written the sarne way as conventional prograrns for 

centralized environment. The nature of RPC is transparent to the programmer. 

The transaction approach is well known to DBMS programmers to maintain 

consistency and provide a high level systern reliability. This transaction mode1 has k e n  

modified to accommodate a distributed environment. 

Message passing forms very comrnon communication primitives. A detailed view 

of such primitives will be given in the PVM section of this chapter. 

2.3 Process Migration 

The basic concept of process migration is moving a process during its execution to 

another machine with a continues access to al1 of its resources. This operation should be 

transparent and preserve al1 elements of communication and computation. Process 

migration plays a key role in recovering a process of a faulty node. In addition to 

irnproving the overall performance of the system by keeping a balanced load among the 

various processors, it also enables processes that have some special resource 

requirements, such as array processing and floating point, to run on such machines. 

23.1 Diniculties of process migration 

There are several sets of problems associated with process migration. The first set 

includes the process state deterrnination, its detachment and transfer. The intemal state of 

a process and its address space are kept in a local message queue. The address space of a 



process contains its text, stack, data segment, program counter and register contents. This 

inf'onnation are local to the migrating process and can be easily recorded. In addition, al1 

the messages directed to the rnigrating process during its migration period must be 

recorded. These messages represent part of the state communication with remote 

processes. 

The second set of problems is handling of future messages which are directed to 

the rnigrating process during its migration period. There are three approaches dealing with 

this set of problems, as follows: 

Message redirection 

Message loss prevention 

Message loss recovery 

2.3.1.1 Message redirection 

During migration the migrahg process is suspended on the source computer. 

Names and locations of the remote processes with which the migrating process 

cornmunicates are saved in the process state. Also, the address of the destination 

computer is saved within the source computer. Processes communicating with the 

migrating process are not informed of the intent of migration. These processes will still 

send their messages to the old source computer. Men the migration of a process is 

completed and the process is resumed, al1 of its saved messages are later forwarded by the 

source cornputer to the migrating process. The source computer will serve as a message 

router to the migrated process on its new environment until the process is either 

completed or terminated. When a process is migrated several times, communication trafEc 



overhead will occur. The message redirection approach is not suitable for a fault tolerant 

mechanism because of the reliability assurnption of the old-source computer. 

2.4.1.2 Message loss prevention 

In diis approach. the migration facility on the source computer informs al1 rhe 

communicating processes about the migration intent of the process which they are 

communicating with prior to the migration process. All messages addressed to the 

rnigrating process during its migration are buffered. Mer the process resumes, these 

messages are sent directly to the destination computer. This approach requires that al1 the 

migration facilities of the communicating processes cooperate at both process suspension 

tirne and resutnption rime. No old-source computer dependency is involved. 

2.3.13 Message loss recovery 

In this method, communicating processes are not informed of any migration intent. 

Al1 messages directed to the migrated process during its suspension are either lost or 

ignored, where the address and narnes of the communicating processes are saved. Afier 

the migrated process resumes on its new destination computer, it establishes connection 

with the remote processes cooperathg with it before migration. Message recovery is then 

initiated. This approach provides a quick migration process that could be used when a 

node failure occurs. No dependency on the previous location is assumed. 

2.4.2 Process migration in the V System 

A logical host is an address in which multiple V processes may nui 

simuitaneously . The V system aims at the migration of the logical host containing the 



process. When a process is migrated, its children are also rnigrated unless a child process 

is already executed remotely nom its parent. In the V system, a rnigrating process is 

nozen during its migration penod. This operation may suspend the execution of the 

process on the logical host for a long penod of tirne. To solve this problem, the V system 

uses a Pre-Copying mechanism that will copy most of the logical host state prior to 

freezing it, resulting in a reduced freezing penod. In the V system, the migrating process 

does not depend on the previous location. This is one of the main features of the 

migration facility in the V system. The message loss recovery approach is used to handle 

friture messages. 

The V process migration mechanism 

The f~st step in a process migration in the V system is to determine a target 

machine that is available and willing to accommodate a migrating process. This sep is 

perforrned by the process group which consists of al1 the team members ninnuig the 

system via IPC. 

Secondly, a new copy of the logical host is created upon receiving its descriptors 

f?om the source computer. The newly created copy has a different host-ID. The two 

assigned IDs allow both copies to exist and be accessible at the same Ume. The newly 

created ID is changed back to the original ID upon completion of a copy. The state of the 

logical hoa  is then pre-copied to the new iogical h o a  

Once the pre-copying of the state is completed, the source logical host is fkozen 

and its state is copied to completion. Messages arriving within the fÏeezing penod are 

queued for the migrating process. A message packet labeled "Reply Pending" is sent to 

the transrnitter. The logical hoa is deleted from the source computer when its migration is 

completed and al1 queued messages are discarded. A host-to-host destination address is 



then broadcast. Al1 senden use the new binding address to re-transmit their messages 

directiy to the rnigrated process. The final copy step is copying the state of the logical 

host in the kemel. This is accomplished by replacing the kemel state of the newly created 

host with that of the migrating one. The new host-ID is mplaced with the original one. 

This will resuit in two frozen identical copies. Operations of  both copies are suspended 

while the source kemel sends responses with "Repfy Pending" message packets to the 

communicating processes to prevent time-outs. Then, the new copy of the logical host is 

unfiozen and the old one is deleted. The cost of any migration process depends on the 

system IPC. 

2.3.3 Migration in a heterogeneous environment 

The heterogeneity issue refers to the software and the hardware aspects of a 

distributed system. Differences between instruction sets, ~ o ~ g u r a t i o n s  and data 

representation incompatibilities lead to a hardware heterogeneity. These obstacles can be 

easily defeated with the exception of data representation. Differences between signaling, 

transmission methods and lower link protocol result in a network heterogeneity. 

Operating system heterogeneity also causes some serious problems. The heterogeneity 

problerns can be solved by providing : 

Coherence 

Loose integration through a shared network s e ~ c e  

Transparent operating system bridges 

in a heterogeneous environment, process migration extends beyond the copying 

of a migrating process state to include data translation between a source and destination 

cornputers. Data translation between processors requires that each processor be able to 



routines. The final step is sending the message to another process which c m  be 

accomplished by cailing Pvm_send( ) or any other broadcasting routines. 

Data Packing 

PVM data packing routines may be cailed more than once to pack a single message 

into the active sending buffer. The message may contain several data items or data 

structures of different types. The first argument of every packing routine is a pointer to the 

first item to be packed The second argument is the total number of items to be packed 

(nitems). The final argument is a stride which represents the stride to be used. 

int info = pvm-pkulong( unsigned long *np, int niterns, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-pkstr( char *cp ) 

Message Sending 

PVM provides many ways to send a single message. A task can send a single 

packed message using pvm-send( ) to a specified task identified by tid. The pvrn-send 

routine labels its message with an integer tag identifier. A task rnay also send a message to 

al1 other tasks in the tids-array using pvm-mcast( ). The routine pvm-psend( ) 

automatically packs and sends an array of specified data type to a specified task. 

int info = pvm-send(int tid, int msgtag) 

int info = pvm-mcast (int *tids, int ntask, int msgtag) 

int info = pvm-psend(int tid, int rnsgtag, void *vp. int cnt, int type) 

Message Receiving 

A message can be received in blocking or non-blocking modes. pvm-recv( ) is a 

blocking receive routine that will wait for a message labeled with rnsgtag coming from a 

tid task until the message arrives. This cal1 may result in an indefinite wait in the case of a 



lost message. A good alternative to this call is pvm_trecv( ) that allows the receiving task 

to impose a time-out limit for the message amival. 

int info = pvm-recv(int tid, int msgtag) 

int info = pvm-trecv( int tid, int msgtag, struct timeval *miout) 

A non blocking receive may be issued several times to check for an arrivai of a 

tagged message from tid while performing other work. In case of the message arrival, 

pvm-trecv( ) creates an active receive buffer and places the arrived message in that buffer 

and returns the active receive buffer ID. 

Message BufFers 

In PVM each process has only two active buffers at one time; one for sending 

messages and another for receiving them. A user, however, may create severai buffers for 

a given process and switch between them for packing, sending or receiving data. Receive, 

send and pack routines affect the active buffers only. The following routines may be used 

to coordinate between the active buffers and other user defined buffers : 

int bufid = pvm_getsbuf(void) /* Retum the active send buffer id */ 

int bufid = pvrngetrbuf(void) /* Return the active receive buffer id */ 

int oldbuf = pvm-setsbuf(int bufid) /* set the active send buffer to bufid & Save the 

content of the old active buffer */ 

int oldbuf = pvm_seubuf(int bufid) I* set the active receive buffer to bufid & Save 

the content of the old active buffer */ 

An encoding scheme must be specified when creating or initialking a buffer by 

using either pvm-send( ) or  pvm-mkbuf( ). There are three encoding options : 



PvmDtz&dlefault : This option uses Extended Data Representation ( D R )  to ensure 

message compatibility between two different machines. 

PvmDataRmv : The messages are sent in their original format. The machines involved 

are assumed to have the same message format. 

PvmDataInPlaee: Only the size and the address of the first item in the buffer are sent. 

Data Unpacking 

The unpack routines can unpack different data types from the receive buffer. Every 

message should be unpacked in the exact way it was packed. The following routines are 

used to unpack data: 

int info = pwn-upkbyte( char *cp, int nitems, int süide ) 

int info = pvm-upkcplx( fl oat *xp, int nitems, int suide ) 

int info = pvm-upkdcplx(doub1e *zp, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkdouble(doub1e *dp, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvrn-upkfloat( float*fp. int nitems. int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkint( int *np, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upklong( long *np, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkshort( short *np, int niterns, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkuint( unsigned int *np, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkushort(unsigned short *np, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvrn-upkulong( unsigned long *np, int nitems, int stride ) 

int info = pvm-upkstr( char *cp ) 

2.4.2 PVM Console 

The console is an independent PVM task that allows the user to manage the virtual 

machine and other ta&. The console can be started from the U N E  command line. The 



console can be started on different hosts without affecting any of the tasks already 

mnning. When first started the console will determine if PVM is aiready mnning, and if 

not, automatically mns pmd3 on this host. Once the console prompt "pvmi", is displayed 

the user may execute several commands interactively. The console provides an On-Line 

help and aliasing capabilities. A list of the console cornmands is given below. 

add ~os&e(s) Add specified hosts to the viand macimie. 

conf 

ne@ 

echo 

a h  

jobs 

id 

kàu 

@ 
setenv 

udias 

version 

List the present viraial machine 

cORfiginati011 

Mete specined hosts fkom the Wmal 

machine. 

Invoke help facilites. 

Echo arguments. 

Define a command(s) aliases 

List rtming jobs 

Display console task id. 

Kilis any PVM taskcs). 

Display the status of a specined host(s). 

Display the stahis of a single specified task 

List aU tasks amen@ on the viFtuaI 

machine, th& location, tids and their 

parents tids. 

Exit the consoIe and leave PVM d g .  

Display and set environment variables. 

Undefine commmd alias. 

Display PVM version 



giIF FVTi!Etasb an&shut dovm PVM. 

Stmt O P m  ap@catÏom. Qtions are 

- coant : Number of tasks. 

- Hostname : tu be spam on thishost 

- PW-A;]RCE : host arck~ecture. 

- > reditect output to the console 

Ws alI PVM priocesses except consoles 

and reset me inte& tabIes and m g  

peues. 

There are two ways to start PVM. The user c m  start the console by typing pvm 

frorn the UNE cornmand prompt then issue the command add hostname(s). The other 

rnethod is to run the master pvmd with a hostfïle as an argument. The hostfile may contain 

information about each host the user wishes to add to the virtual machine. A hostfile may 

contain oniy the narnes of hosts, one on each line. Severai options may be added on the 

same line following the host's name and separated by a space. The user should insert & 

before every host's narne that will be added later on. either dynamically or manually using 

the console. The following is a Iist of options that may be specified in a host-file. 



M a d t  1000 

bx = The defa& location is pvm3h'bIdebuger. 

DebuggetJoatbn 

wd = wuriking-dV Specinesa wodMg dircctoEy in which spawned tasks on this 

hosts wïH be exemted- 

so=nts hdicate that the user win start a sf ave pvmd on this host 

When the user specifies a manual start-up of a slave on any host he/she will see 

the following instructions on the terminal of pvrnd3. 

[tg30005671 ready Wen Agu 02 14:00:22 1994 

*** Manual startup *** 
login to "eagle" and type: 

pvm3Aiblpvmd -s -dO -neagle I 90a2600a:OOOO 4096 3 90a260a40:Oûûû 

Type response: 

After the above line is typed on the eagle cornmand prompt, the following message shown 

below appears. This message should be relayed back to the rnaster pvmd, in order to 

establish communication. 

The user can set any options as a default for a series of hosts by placing a '*' on 

the default options. This default options will then effect al1 the following host-narnes until 

another default option is set. 

Host-file example 

dragon 

#manual startup for the eagle 



eagle so=ms 

&owl 

#Set a default executable path to al1 hosts following this line 

*ep=-/myexec 

falcon 

hawk 

2.4.3 PVM Daemon 

The Daemon serves as a message router and as a communication point on each 

host. The primary duties of the daemon are authentication, process control and fault 

detection. Host and task tables are of prirnary importance to the daemon. They describe 

the machine configuration and keep aack of the assigned tasks on each pvmd. Pvmds 

have queues of packets and messages and wait-contexts(waitcs) for mukitasking reasons. 

When a task calls pvm-spawn 0, the host tables are used to pick a candidate for the 

specified host to spawn the task on. The fint pvmd which has k e n  started by hand is 

designated as the master pvmd. Al1 other pvmds that were started by the master are cailed 

"slaves". The master pvmd can add or delete a host(s) directly or on behalf of a slave after 

receiving its request. 

Host tables 

Host tables contain information that describes the configuration of the virtual 

machine. Each host within the virtual machine has its own host table. Host tables are 

synchronized across dl  pvmds. A failed host is deleted by a pvmd fiom its own host table. 

The host tables of the slave pvrnds are updated upon receiving a cornmand message from 

the master pvrnd. The command messages are DM_HTUPD, DM-HTCOMMIT, 

DM-ADD and DM-H'I'DEL. The pvmd calls the hostfoilent~() function upon receiving 

a delete message DM-HTDEL which contains a list of hosts to be deleted. No attempt to 



Whcn a ta& calls pvmpvmoddhos@, it se& a rni-addh~~to requtst to the task's 

pvmd The W ' s  pvmd se& a DM-ADD to tbc master p M d  or to itscif if the task's 

pvmd was tbc muter pMid The masta MII iniriatc a forko pnrrss, r shadow of itself, 

that will configure the ncw slave and broedcast DM-- message o ai I  pvmds. When 

dic broadcast message is ruxivcd by al1 pvmds, the ~w pvmd d hiow the idcntity of 

the previously existhg pym& and the slave pvmd will in ~n kaow the identity of the aew 

d g u n d  slave. An acknowledgment message DM-HTLJPDACK will bc sent by evey 

slave u> the mastg in respoase to die broadcastcd message. 'lhe maoser pvmd then se& a 

DM-ADDA(X rn-e t~ the &'s p w d  'Tk original rrquesm", giving tbe new host 

an ID. Finally XT-CO- mssage is broaduist to commami the rccipicnt pvmds to 

flush their own host rables (set figure 23). 

Figuw 2s PVM Bos? Addilion (Cophdfmn PVM User G W )  



Task tables and Wait Contexts 

Each pvmd has a threaded list that contains dl assigned tasks regardless of their 

States. The threaded list is sorted by the task ID, t-tid. Since a pvmd needs to search for a 

task by either TTD or PD, another list sorted by P D  is also available at each generic port. 

A wait-contexts (waitc) is used when a p m d  receives a system cd1 from a task that 

requires it to interact with other pvmds. Since a pvrnd acts as a message router, it can not 

be blocked until a response(sf arrives from the other pvmd(s). The pvmd state regarding 

this system cd1 is saved on a waitc and the pvmd retums to the work() loop. When the 

response(s) arrives from the foreign pvmd(s), the previous pvmd state is re-instated using 

the waitc. 

Once a system cd1 is completed, the pvmd notifies the appropnate task. Waztcs are 

sequentidly numbered and retumed with the request and the reply in the message header. 

Most operations require the TIDs and the parameter types to be stored on the waircs in 

order to Save their state. Waitcs however have extra stonng field that maybe needed by 

other operations. In addition, waitc has a pointer wa-spec which cm point to a block of 

extra data for special operations (.Le. spawn and host startup). In this case, wu-spec 

points to either structures waitc-spuwn or waitc-add. 

Wait-Contexts waitcs can be in a series, parallel or nested form depending on the 

originating operation. The parailel wait is formed when a separate waitc is created for 

every foreign pvrnd. AU waitcs pertaining to the sarne operation are peered together in one 

group. A list is formed by linking the fields waqeer  and wa-rpeer of each waitc in the 

group. If a waitc has no group then its peer group is linked to itself. Each peer group 

shares the common data among its waitc (i.e. wa-spec ). A peered group is finished 

waiting when every waitc in the group is f ~ s h e d  waiting. A waitc is deleted from the 



peered list when its reply arrives. The wait-list is searched for any waitc that was blocked 

on its TID because of a host failure. A blocked waitc is then terrninated. 

Faul t Tolerance 

Fault tolerance in PVM is divided into two levels. On the pvmds level, a failed 

foreign pvmd will be detected by the other pvrnds and deleted from the configuration of 

the virtual machine by the master pvmd. When pvmds are in ideal state, they piggyback 

each other to verify reachability. When a message packet goes unanswered for three 

minutes, the responding host will be declared dead. If the responding host was a slave 

trying to reach the master node, then the slave will shut itself off. In PVM the master is 

assumed to be a permanent part of the configuration. If a rnaster mdfunction occue, the 

integrity of the whole virtual machine is in question. On the task level, upon a detection of 

a failed host, PVM will retum an error code to the application program. Task recovery 

and re-assignments are left to the application programmer. 

2.4.4 PVM Communications 

PVM communication is based on the Intemet protocols TCP and UDP. mainly for 

their availability. PVM protocol drivers run as a normal process. PVM memory 

management and context switching are implemented in the user space, and network 

interface is provided to the processes through the kemel causing a performance 

degradation. A better performance will be anained if we integrate memory management 

and context switching into the kernel and the network interface bypasses the kemel. There 

are three types of communication in PVM: among pvrnds, arnong pvmds and their tasks. 

and among tasks. 

2.4.4.1 Pvmd-Pvmd Communication 

Communication between pvmds is accomplished through UDP sockets. The main 

reasons for choosing UDP as a delivery service in spite of its unreliability is that a single 



socket can send to or receive from any number of remote sockets. The designer's goal 

was to enable the virtual machine to contain hundreds of hosts. UDP has several 

disadvantages the PVM designers had to overcome, for example the possibility of 

reordenng or duplicating packets. The PVM designers had to build an acknowledgment 

and retry mechanism. PVM had to fragment the long messages because UDP limits the 

length of a packet. Al1 message codes and default values for Pvmd-Pvrnd communications 

are defined in ddpr0.h file. 

In the header of each packet ( figure 2.6), the destination and the source fieIds 

contain the original source of the packet and its final destination. The values of the flag 

bits are defined as follows: 



Byte O 

1 Destination TID 1 

Source TID 

Sequence Number Ack Number 1 % 
N T M  

Figure 2.6 Pvmd-Pvmd Packet Header 

The host table entry hostd and the structure pkt are used to hold the connection 

state of the pvmds and the state of a packet respectively. Packets ready to be sent are 

kept in the waiting queue hd-txq. Packets are originated by a local task or the pvmd. 

Packets are fowarded immediately to another sending queue, reassembled or discarded. 

This is controlled by the routing mechanism. Completely reassembled messages are 

forwarded by the pvmd to the function netentry( ) which dispatches each message to the 

appropriate entry point. 

Unacknowledged packets are kept in a global queue hd-opq, while out of 

sequence received packets are kept in a queue called M-rxq until they are accepted. 

When a packet reaches its destination, it sends an acknowledgment packet back to the 

sender. When the acknowledgrnent packet is received by the sender, the packet is removed 

from the unacknowledged packet queue hd-opq or from the out-of-sequence queue 

hd-Mrxq. The acknowledgement packet is also used by the sending pvmd to estimate the 

round-trip time to the foreign host. Every unacknowledged packet has a retry timer and a 



counter. The foreign host is deciared failed after three minutes of re-sending without an 

acknow ledgment. 

2.4.4.2 Pvmd-Task Communication 

Because a task cannot be intempted during computation. UDP service delivery is 

unsuitable for communication among tasks. UDP cm Iose packets of tasks within a local 

pvmd. If a retry mechanism is implemented to correct this problem, then a frequent task 

interruption is evident which is not acceptable. TCP protocol is suitable to build a Pvmd- 

Task communication because it offers a reliable packet delivery service. TCP maintains a 

queue for sending messages from pvmd to a task and visa versa, and another queue for 

switching TCP readwrite operations. 

TCP provides no record-mark to differentiate between back-to-back packets, so 

the whole packet length must be sent together with the packet header using a single 

w d e (  ). Receiving this message, however, requires two read() cdls. The first read is to 

get the header and the second read is to get the actuai message. An optimization c m  be 

implernented to reduce the nurnber of reads to one per packet. When reading the packet 

body, the size of the read may be increased to include the header of the following packet. 

The data of the next packet can be obtained by a single read that will also include the 

header of the next packet and so on. 



Chapter Three 

Fault-Tolerant Systems 

3.1 Concept and Definitions 

The concept of fault tolerance is divided into two areas: hardware fault tolerance 

and software fault toierance. The implementation and the design issues of hardware fault 

tolerance depend largely upon the availability of low cost single-chip processors. The fault 

tolerant requirements are included in the system specifications, then an architecture 

concept is modeled and partitioned into subsystems, each with a specific function to 

perform. The subsystems are further divided and a protective redundancy is implemented 

in a form of fault detection and error recovery mechanisms. The software fault toierance 

includes dl the techniques for fault tolerance supported in software. 

A system failure occurs when a system does not behave in accordance with i t s  

specifications. A Fault is a condition that exists in a hardware or a software model. 

Software faults result from design or implementation anomalies. Hardware faults occur 

because of Wear, extemal disturbance, defects or design rnistakes. An error can be 

defined as incorrect response from hardware or software modules. The existence of an 

error in a module indicates the presence of a fault in that module. Faults can be classified 

according to their effects on the system and their duration. A fault is permanent when its 

cause will not disappear without repair and its effect is always present. An intermittent 

fault will not disappear without repair but its effect may not always exist. A transient 

fault will exist for a finite time duration and then disappear without the need for a repair 

action. Faults occur on various levels within a system. They may occur on a component, a 

module, subsystem or system level. Fault Latency allows a fault to go undetected by the 

means of not causing an error. System reliability is the probability that the system will 

operate in a correct manner within time t starting at time O. 



Reliability is an important step toward the design of a fault tolerant system. The 

design of a reliable and easily maintainable system uses a combination of fault avoidance 

and fault tolerant approaches. Fault avoidance implies the use of high quality components 

and a good design. However. systems may be reliable without the use of any fault tolerant 

mechanism. 

3.2 Fault tolerant phases 

A fault tolerant system continues to provide services on an acceptable level in the 

presence of errors. The design of a fault tolerant system is closely related to its 

environment and architecture. There are severai necessary steps that should be followed 

when designing a fault tolerant system. 

3.2.1 Fault detection 

Fault detection cm be accomplished through the detection of erron that result 

from faults. The effectiveness of a fault tolerant mechanism depends Iargely on the error 

detection techniques. An ideal fault tolerant scheme is not practically feasible but the 

mechanism should have certain properties when checking for errors. First, the errors are 

determined from the system specification and should not be determined from the system 

design. The second property is a complete and correct error check. Al1 errors that may 

result from faults which the system intends to handle should be detected. This property 

ensures that there are no undetected faults of concem to the fault tolerant system. Finally. 

the check mechanism should not fail as a result of a system failure. These properties 

cannot be fully implemented, but an approximation of such properties is taken into 

account. 

3.2.2 Redundancy Check 

Redundancy is a very cornmon error detection technique. Al1 forms of redundancy 

have financial and performance drawbacks. Redundancy can be categorized as foliows: 



Hardware redundancy 

Hardware redundancy provides fault detection, fault masking, fault diagnosis or 

fünctional spares using the redundancy approach. 

Code Checkers 

The coding approach is extensively used to enhance the reliability of the system 

communication. The coding concept uses data coding/encoding for detecting possible 

communication errors. 

Watchdog timers 

In a distributed environment timing is a cntical issue for system performance. A 

node failure will be declared when its response time exceeds t .  This method will result in 

performance degradation when a distributed system consists of a large number of nodes. 

3.2.3 Error Confinement 

The effect of an error in the system c m  be spread to the other parts of the system 

through component interactions via communication links. The need to confine this effect 

to limited boundaries is essential for fault tolerant systems. In this phase, the boundaries of 

such an effect c m  be detedned through examining these communication links. This 

method becomes quite costly and complicated when hundreds of links are to be 

considered. Another practical approach is to define these boundaries statically when 

designing a fault tolerant system. 

3.2.4 Error Recovery 

The most cornmon methods of error recovery are backward error recovery and 

forwurd error recovery. In the latter method, the nature of the error and its effect are 

established accurately, and then corrective measures are applied to remove the error and 

its effect. In backward error recovery the state of the system is periodically recorded. 



When an error is detected, the system's state is rolled back to the previous state which is 

assumed to be an error-free state. 

3.3 Issues in Fault Tolerant distributed systerns 

3.3.1 Byzantine Generals Problem 

Reliability in a compter system must handle the failure of one or more of its 

components. A failed component may behave in a way that will send erroneous 

information to the other components. Deding with this problem is expressed as the 

Byzantine Generals problem. Algorithms designed to solve this problem must guarantee 

that : 

A. Al1 non-faulty nodes reach the sarne decision. 

B. A lirnited number of faulty nodes will not affect the decision of non-faulty nodes. 

Condition A can be satisfied with two requirements. First, al1 non-faulty nodes must use 

the sarne method when formulating a decision. This requirement can be easily achieved. 

The second requirement is to ensure that al1 non-faulty nodes receive the sarne set of 

values. This requirement is more complicated to achieve with the presence of nodes with 

Byzantine fault. We can state two conditions to satisfj such requirement: 

1. A11 non-faulty nodes receive the sarne values v(i) for a node i. 

II. If the sending node i is non-faulty then every non-faulty receiver node should use the 

set of values sent by node i. 

These conditions are called Interactive Consistency conditions. An Interactive 

Consistency Algorithm was proposed by L. Lamport and R.Shostak to solve the 

Byzantine problem in a distributed system environment [23]. In order for this algorithm 

to work the following assumptions were made: 



1. The communication links are completel y reliable in both sending and receiving 

messages; 

II. A default value is used when a node is not responding within a finite time t; 

III. Each receiver node knows which node has sent the received message. 

Each of these assumptions is proposed to cover a limitation gap which the 

distributed environment may impose. In order to satisQ assumption II. a physical link must 

exist between any wo nodes. In other words, the communication network has to be hlly 

connected. It has been proven that consistency among non-faulty nodes can be achieved if 

and oniy if the total number of nodes is at least 3m+ 1, where m is the maximum nurnber of 

faults[23]. 

In the first round of the algorithm. the sending node transrniü its value to al1 n- 1 

nodes. In round two, a receiver node i will act as a transrnitter to send its received value to 

the other receiver nodes. Thus we have an n- 1 system that will generate n-2 messages. 

Since the forwarding node i rnight be faulty and cannot be tnisted, a third round is needed 

to verify that the value sent by node i is the actual value sent by the original transrnitter 

using a majority vote concept. The receiver node in round three will receive n-3 messages 

and make a majority decision with regard to the fonvarding node i. Round two and round 

three are repeated for each receiving node. Here is the actual algorithm 

1. The transmitting node sen& iü value to the remaining n- 1 nodes. 

II. Each node uses the value it received from the transrnitter node. 



1. The transrnitter sends its value to al1 n-1 nodes. 

II, 1. For each i let v(i) be the value receiver i received from the transmitter. If no 

value was received then a default value will be assigned. 

II.2. Receiver i acts as a transmitter in ICA(m-1) to send the value tfi) to each of the 

other n-2 receiver nodes. 

m. For each i and each j not = i, let V(i) be the value receiver i received from receiver 

j in step II using ICA(m-1) or a default value if no value was received; then receiver i 

uses the majority vote. 

3.3.2 Clock Synchronization 

In distributed system, achieving a consistent view of d l  the processes within the 

environment is not a straightfonvard task. Such a view can be achieved using 

synchronization and reliable communication. Synchronization in its general tem means a 

temporal ordering of a set of events produced concurrently by some processes. In a central 

environment, it is always possible to determine the order of events, because there is only 

one clock and a single rnemory k i n g  shared by al1 the professes. In a dismbuted system 

based on a communication network, processes communicate via a message passing 

through the network without sharing a common memory or a common clock. When two 

events are signaled by two different processes, communication delay, message loss and 

message re-transmission make the determinacy of which event occurs Fust difficult. Clock 

synchronization is a vital issue to a distributed system. When each node has its own clock 

these clocks must be synchronized so that the relative drifting is kept smaller than a 

sufficient constant. Also, clocks of different nodes tend to run at different speeds and 

show different times. A faulty clock is the main obstacle in synchronizing clocks. A faulty 



ciock may be "dual faced which is capable of giving inconsistent time values to different 

processes. 

A fault-tolerant clock synchronization aigorithm has been proposed by Lynch and 

Welch [26]. The aigorithm executes in a series of rounds with a new re-synchronization 

occumng at each fixed time interval. The Kth round of process P is triggered by its logical 

clock when it reaches a given value T-Prime. It is shown that al1 the Kth logicai clocks of 

a non-faulty processes reaches T-Prime within a bounded real time Beta of each other. 

When the Kth logical clock of a process reaches T-Prime. the process broadcasr Ti 

messages. In the meantirne, each process collects Ti messages from as many processes as 

it can within a bounded time t. The length of this bounded time is large enough to allow 

the processes to receive Ti messages from ail non-faulty processes. After this bounded 

time elapsed the process averages the arriva1 time of ail Ti messages received using a fault 

tolerant averaging hinction. The calculated average is used to calculate an adjustment to 

P's correction variable. then P is switched to its i+ 1 1ogica.I clock. The process P waits 

until its (i+ 1 ) logical clock reaches time Ti+ 1 = T-Prime + P by setting a timer and 

repeating the procedure. P is the length of a round in a local time. 

3.33 Fail Stop Processors (FSP) 

A processor is categorized by its instruction sets. Each instruction set has an effect 

on the intemal state of the processor and/or the connected storage and peripheral devices. 

The effect of each instruction can be identified precisely by semantic definition. A failure is 

declared when the behavior of the processor is not consistent with its semantic definition. 

The operating characteristic of a failure mode of a Fail Stop Rocessor (FSP) is simple. 

Firstly, the processor's intemal state and its memory are Iost permanentiy when a failure 

occurs. A stable storage is artached to each processor and remains unaffected by the 



failure. When a processor fails it never executes an erroneous state. It simply halts. The 

properties of a Fail Stop Processor (FSP) c m  be categorized as follows: 

Halt On Failure : A processor will compietely cease to hinction and never execute an 

erroneous state. 

Failure Status: When a processor fails, its failure is detected by the other processors. 

This enables another processor to carry out the task of a failed processor. 

Stable storage : In order for another processor to carry out the task of a failed 

processor the state of that task must be accessible to the processor that wishes to carry 

it out. The availability of such a state can be accomplished using a stable storage that 

remains unaffected by any failure and making it accessible to every processor. The 

storage of each processor is divided into a stable and a volatile storage. The contents 

of the volatile storage are permanently iost upon a failure. A Fail Stop Processor must 

satisfy al1 of the above properties. 

An approximaîion of a Fail S t o ~  Processor 

A K-Fail Stop Processor is implemented by a collection of real processors, each 

with its own storage. Their communication is established by a reliable network. Failure 

that could result in a FSP's reading the result of an erroneous state transformation are 

detected by voting and the effect of the failure is masked. The detailed implementation 

consists of : 

K+l P-Processes (P for program) each mnning on its own processor. The set of these 

processors is donated by P(FSP). 

K+1 S-Processes (S for storage) each running on a different processor S (FSP) 

A Program that mns on FSP is run by each of the K+1 P-Processes in P(FSP). 

Failures that cause FSP to halt are detected by comparing results when each P-Rocesses 

in P (FSP) writes to its stable storage in S(FSP). The failure c m  only be visible through 

reading the stable storage. If any failure that causes FSP to be halted occun then there will 



be a disagreement in the wnte requests made by its P-Processors. This disagreement will 

be detected by its S-Processors. 

The stable storage content is copied and stored by each of the S-Processes in 

S(FSP). Each of the 2k+l S-Processes is running on a different processor. After k-failure 

in these processors, the majority of these will still be able to access correct values. Each 

non-faulty S-Process updates its state whenever a wriie is performed on a stable storage. 

A reliable communication network and a direct link between each P-Processes is assumed. 

The consistency among the FSP is achieved using the Interactive Consistency Algorithm 

(ICA). Another required condition is that for each K-Fail Stop Processor. the clocks of al1 

processors mnning P-Processes in P(FSP) are synchronized. This condition ensures that if 

a request is made by one non-faulty P-Processes in P(FSP) at a time t in iü clock, and 

since al1 processes in P(FSP) are running the same program, the same request is made by 

every other non-faulty P-Processes at time t on their local clocks. 

3.4 System Level Fault Diagnosis 

To determine the degree of diagnosability of a given system, we have to model 

such a system to represent the system testing assignment (who tests whom). the nature of 

tests, faulty units and the implications of test results. Perparate, Metze and Chain 

introduced the first model of diagnosable systerns which becarne known as the PMC 

model 1291. In the PMC model, the status of the uni& is assumed to be either faulty or 

non-faulty and the status of the node is assumed to be stable during the diagnostic testing. 

Also, a fault free tester can correctly deterrnine the status of its tested unit. The test result 

obtained from a faulty unit is unpredictable. A considerable amount of research has been 

focused to investigate more general models. As a result new models have been 

introduced to represent more complicated relationships between the testing units and a 

variety of test result possibilities. Kim introduced an analysis model for digital system 

diagnosis [19]. The model represents the case where more than one unit is involved in 

performing the test. This model is represented in a dual-processor cornputer, where one 



processor reads the diagnostic instruction from the secondary storage and sends a signal 

over the bus to evduate the other processor. The first processor, secondary storage and 

the bus are al1 involved in perfonning the test. If anyone of them fails, the test becomes 

invalid. Such an assumption is known as Multiple Invalidation Per Test (MIPT) which is 

the basis of Amin's model [ 151. This model has k e n  generalized further by Russel and 

Kime [3 11 to represent more general invalidation assurnptions. It assumes that a single 

faulty unit cannot invalidate a test, but certain combinations of faulty units may do so. 

The mode1 provides a table which gives the possible test result of each possible system 

status. 

The research in this area also involves the nature and accuracy of these tests. The 

most cornmon diagnostic test includes a time-out mechanism. Another fom of testing 

involves two units that perform identical jobs and the correcmess of the test is determined 

by comparing their result. Lombordi [25] developed an algorithm for this model. 

SimpliQing assumptions can be made about test invalidations based on the nature 

of the test An example is when the testing unit executes a job and compares the results 

with the results from an identical job executed by another unit. It is most unlikely that the 

cornputed results from a faulty tester and a fauli free unit will be the same. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume that a faulty tester will always find a fault-free unit to be faulty. The 

PMC model was modified by Hakimi [20] to include the above assumptions. We cm also 

Say that if the job is too complex then it is unlikely that two faulty units will compute the 

same results. From the above two assumptions, we c m  conclude that a faulty tester will 

never find another faulty unit to be fault free. Therefore, when a tester finds a unit to be 

fault free, it is indeed a fault free unit. 

The assumption that a fault free tester always executes a complete and a correct 

test is assumed by most models. Other rnodels, however introduce that tests rnay be 



incomplete and rnay not be able to detect al1 possible faults. Also a faulty tester may not be 

totally impaired and still have some testing capabilities. 

Faults can be either interminent or transient. Also, if the test is performed over a 

long penod of time then a fault frm node may become faulty during the testing period. 

The PMC mode1 was modified by Kuhl [2 1 ] to represent such possibilities. 

Diagnostic Testing 

When the test supervision is centralized. a central controller assumes the 

responsibility of requesting the performed test result and deciding on the status of the units 

in the system. The centralized controller must be ultra-reliable and have the ability to 

cornrnunicate in a reliable manner. 

When a reliable centralized controller is unavaiiabie, a distributed diagnosis 

introduced by Kuhl and Reddy [22] rnay be a suitable alternative- Each unit in the system 

reaches its own diagnostic conclusion by testing its neighbors and requesting hem for the 

results of the tests they have performed or obtained from other units. There is also a Self- 

Diagnosis or Roving-Diagnosis that was introduced by Nair [28]. In his diagnostic 

scheme, there is no central controller. His strategy starts with an initial set of units that 

work together to identiQ a subset of units that are fault free. Then, this newly found fault 

free subsystem goes to diagnose other units and form another fault free subsystem. while 

the onginal subsystem goes to carry on its normal duties. This diagnostic scheme enhances 

the availability of the system since only a part of ihe system is involved in the diagnostic 

work at a time. 



One-Step and Adaptive diagnostic schemes use test selection and scheduling 

strategies that assume a single unit cannot be involved in more than one test at any time 

either as tester or a tested unit. In one step diagnosis, the test selections are made before 

the tests begin and they are scheduled to be completed in a minimal time span to avoid the 

possibility that a unit may fail during the testing period. 

The adaptive diagnosis can be used only if it is not criticai to minimize the testing 

period. In the adaptive mechanism. tests are selected and perfonned one at a time so that 

the previous test results cm be used to make a better selection of subsequent tests. The 

nurnber of performed tests are fewer in the Adaptive algorithm than in its counterpart one- 

step algorithm. As rnentioned earlier the adaptive scheme can be used only if the 

probability of a unit becoming faulty dunng the testing period is low. 

Several diagnosis goals for each of the test scheduling kelection and test 

supervision strategies have been studied. One example is diagnosis for repair, where the 

goal is to identiQ a faulty unit if one exists. The goal of System-Level Diagnosis is to 

identiQ the status of every unit in the system. If a probabilistic concept is applied in system 

diagnosis, then the goal is either to identib the set of units that have the highest 

probability of k ing  faulty, or to identiQ a set of units whose probability of king faulty is 

greater than some given constant. The goals of the diagnosis cannot always be achieved: 

for instance, in a system that is represented by the PMC model where al1 of the tests have 

the pass results, where the system is consistent with the test result, and the model where 

al1 units are faulty or al1 units are fault free. It is a fact that an exact diagnosis cannot be 

achieved when the number of faulty units remain unbounded. A system is said to be t- 

diagnosable for a given model if the diagnosis goal can be achieved when the number of 

faulty units are at most t. Many variations of a t-diagnosable systems exist. 



Chapter Four 

An Adaptive Distributed System-Level Diagnosis 

4.1 An Adaptive Distributed System-Level Diagnosis @SD) 

This algorithm was developed by Bianachini and Buskens [5] .  The algorithm is 

designed for a distributed environment where tests are carried-out by each node in an 

adaptive manner depending on the fault situation. DSD places no limit on the total number 

of faults that might occur within the system S. It does assume, however, that a fault-free 

node is capable of accurate and independent diagnoses of its tested units. Every node is 

tested exactly by one fault-free node. If a node is required to test multiple units then one 

of these units must be a fault-free unit. The Adaptive DSD bas been implemented and 

tested at Carnegie Mellon university. The framework of the adaptive DSD is based on the 

NEW-SELF distributed self-diagnostic algorithm by Hosseini. Kuhl and Reddy [18]. 

A system S is represented using a graph theoretic model. This mode1 consists of 

{V(s), E(s), T(s) 1, where 

V(s) = ( no, n 1, ..., n (N-1) J is the set of nodes within the system S; 

E(s) = ( ... {ni, nj } .. } is the set of edges within a system S. where each edge represents a 

communication iink; 

T(s) = {....(ni, nj) ... } is the set of tests within the system S. where (ni, nj) represent a test 

by a directed edge. 

Since T(s) is a subset of E(s), it is implied that if a node i is able to test node j, it 

can also communicate with it. The test links are adaptive in nature and can Vary during the 

algorithm execution time depending on the fault situation (faulty or fault-free). Just as in 



the PMC, DSD assumes that tests performed by a faulty node are unreliable. A node k 

will only accept information from a fault-free node j which has ken determined to be 

fault-free when tested by node k. There are four periodic testing schemes in the adaptive 

DSD : 

1. ni tests nj as fault-free. 

2. ni receives diagnostic information from nj. 

3. ni tests nj as fault free. 

4. ni assumes the validity of the received diagnostic information of nj 

The above scheme requires that node nj remains fault-free from step l to step3. It 

also assumes that there is no intermittent fault- Intermittent faults cm be revealed by 

storing the test result from step 1 and step3. A node can correctly identiv a fault free node 

by utilizing forward paths of fault-free test results. Fault-free test arcs are labeled with 'O", 

while faulty test arcs are labeled with "1 ". 

4.3 DSD Specifications and implementation 

The algorithm requires every node nx to maintain an array called TESTEDUPx 

which contains N elements indexed by i within each of these elements containing a node 

ID. For instance, TESTEDUPl[i] = j means that has tested node j and found it to be 

fault free and has accepted its diagnostic information where TESTEDWx[i] =x represent 

an arbitrary entry for a faulty node. 

The DSD algorithm in figure 4.1 is executed at each node at a predefined testing 

interval. In the first two instructions, the aigorithm identifies the fmt fault-free node nj 

next to nx in the sequential list L = {n 1, n2 ,......., n ~ - I  J. The testing node nx then 

requests nj to fonvard its TESTEDUR array. The third instruction TESTEDUPr[x] = j, 

specifies that nx has tested nj and found it to be fault-he. The diagnostic information 



stored in TESTEDUP arrays flows in a backward direction among the fault-free nodes. In 

step 4.1, the diagnostic information performed by nx is guarded against any replacement 

when receiving diagnostic information from other fault-free nodes. Report validation 

however is required since faulty nodes can distribute misleading test results. 

In DSD a testing round is defined as the time period that ailows the adaptive DSD 

to execute at least once on every fault-free node in the system. It has k e n  proven [5]  that 

after a single round of DSD there exists a directed path from any fault-free node to any 

other fault-free node. It is also proven that the entries of TESTEDUP arrays are consistent 

in al1 other fault-free nodes after a fixed number of testing rounds. 

/* Adaptive DSD. executed at each node nx, O<= x <= N-1 */ 

/* at a pre-defined testing intervals. */ 

1. y = x ;  

2. Repeat { 

2.1 y=(y+l)modN 

2.2 Request ny io fonvard TESTEDUq, to nx 

2.3 } until (nx tests ny as "fault-free"); 

3. TESTEDUP=[x] = y; 

4. for i = O to N- l 

4.1 if ( i != x) 

4.2 TESTEDUPX[~] = TESTEDUPy[i] ; 

Figure 4.1 The Adaptive DSD Algorithm. 

To determine the system diagnosis, the algorithm utilizes the information stored in 

TESTEDUPx (figure 4.2). These results are kept in an array called STATE, where 



STATEx[i]=si and si ={faulty, fault-free}. The diagnostic algorithm (figure 4.2) initially 

assumes that al1 nodes are faulty in stepl. In the second step, the variable ptr is initially set 

to x which refers to the node-id executing the diagnosis. In step3, the algorithm traverses 

the fonvard fault-free path in T(s) labeling each of the nodes as fault-free. This is achieved 

by STATE[ptr]= fault-free, and then ptr- TESTEDUPx[ptr] which identib the next 

sequential fault-free node. Step3 is repeated until ptr has visited every fault-free node and 

returned to x. 

/* Diagnose */ 

/* Executed at each nx, O<= x <= N- 1 */ 

/* when nx requests systern diagnosis */ 

l.fori=OtoN-1 

1.1 STATEx[i] = faulty ; 

2. ptr = x ; 

3. repeat ( 

3.1 STATEx[ptr]=faul t-free; 

3.2 ptr = TESTEDUPx[ptr]; 

3.3 } until (ptr = x); 

Figure 4.2 DSD diagnosing process 

For example, consider a system S = ( no, n 1 ,..... n7) consisting of eight nodes with 

the following set of faulty nodes {n 1, n4, n5 )(figure 4.3). The adaptive DSD operates at 

each node nx at a specified testing interval, and specifies that a node sequentially tests 

consecutive nodes until a fault-free node is found. In figure 4.3, no tests n 1 as a faulty unit 

and continues testing. The subsequent test of no reveals that n2 is a fault-free unit, thus 

terminating any further testing. Node n2 finds n3 to be fault-free unit, thus no further 

testing is required by n2. In tums, n3 tests n4 as a faulty unit and proceeds to test n5 as a 

faulty unit too. Finally, n3 tests n6 as a fault-free unit and imrnediately stops any further 

testing. The test performed by n6 reveals that n7 is a fault-free unit. Node n7 identifies no 



as a fault-free unit. Diagnoses are obtained by following the fault-free path from the node 

requesting the diagnosis to ail other fault free nodes as mentioned in figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.3 DSD Example 

4.4 DSD Enhancement 

DSD is said to be optimal in terms of the total number of performed tests. There 

are several issues however that may be tackled to improve the performance of the 

algorithm. The fint issue is message updating. After two testing rounds, the Adaptive 

DSD marks TESTEDUPi[x]=y. The value remains constant in round 3 through N. Node 

ni receives TESTEDUPx[x]=y from node nx (N-3) times. Thus, TESTEDUPi[x] gets 

updated by node ni (N-3) times with the sarne value. This problem can be easily solved 

using a Time Stamp scheme that allows nodes to transfer only new diagnoses information 

during step 2.2 of Adaptive DSD. 



When we assume the implementation of the above time scheme, the diagnoses 

latency of the algorithm could be improved. Currently, upon the arrival of a new message 

diagnostic to node nx, the node nx stores it into TESTEDUPIC array. The message will 

only be forwarded to the requesting node upon a message request to nx. However, if nx 

can identify the requested node to which the message will be forwarded, it can fonvard the 

message to the requested node immediately after its arrival. 

Modified DSD 

The current DSD requires a iÜlIy connected topology when the number of faults 

remains unbounded. The DSD communication requirements can be reduced significantly if 

a bound is placed on the total number of faults ailowed. 

EX: 

Consider the following design for a One-step t-faults Diagnosable System S with five 

units [29]. According to the PMC the system must satiso the following conditions: 

( i ) n > = S t +  1. 

( ii ) The system uses a d( 1 .t) topology. 



DSD will correctly identiS al1 t - I  faults wiihin the above system. It also can 

identifj up to t-faults within the system provided that the t-faults are not consecutively 

linked. 



Chapter Five 

PMC Model and Ifs Implementation 

In this chapter, we will discuss the two classes of diagnosable systems introduced 

by the PMC model: then the design and implement the Single-Loop System class for 

sequentially diagnosable systems in PVM environment will be descnbed. 

5.1 PMC Model 

Preparata, Metze and Chien introduced the first model of diagnosable systems 

which became known as the PMC model [29]. If a system is to be diagnosed or is to 

imply a self diagnostic scheme, then the system is divided into sub-units. These sub-units 

must have the capability to test other sub-units singly or in combination. The outcome of 

each test is classified as either "pass" or "fail". The testing unit evaluates the tested unit to 

be either faulty or fault-free. 

The system can be represented using a directed graph G(V, E), where each unit of 

the system is represented by a vertex Vi. The test link between the tester Ui and tested 

unit Uj is represented by a directed edge (ui, uj). The weight associated with this directed 

edge corresponds to the test outcome a(i, j) =(O, 1 ). When a(i, j) =O then unit j is declared 

faulty by the testing unit Ui, under the assumption that Ui is fault free. However, if the 

testing unit Ui itself is faulty then the test outcome is unreliable and assumed to be either 

O or 1, regardless of the status of Uj. The syndrome of the system is the set of possible test 

outcornes. 

The set of links bij, ( i, j= 1,2, ...., n) represents the connection of the system. Such 

connection can be described by an adjacency matrix C={Cij) defined by : 

Cij={O, if bij does exist } 



Cij= { 1, if bij does not exist } 

Consider the following exarnple : 

The graph represents a system that consists of 5 units (u l ... u5), with testing links b 12, 

b23, b34. b45, b51. Such a system can be represented by an adjacency matrix as follows: 

The above maaix is also called a connection matrix. The digit 1 indicates the 

existence of a test link. The syndrome of the system is a 5-bit vector (a12, a23, a34, a45, 

a5 1). Assume that there is exactly one faulty unit, let the faulty unit be ul.  Then the 

syndrome will be as follows ( a1 3 = a34 = a45 = O,a5 1 = 1). The a5 1 identifies u 1 as a 

faulty unit and the value of a12 is denoted by X, meaning that it can be O or 1. Thus, the 

syndrome of a system that consists of 5 units with one of them being faulty is XOOOl or 



one of its permutations. PMC models the diagnosable systems according to the answer to 

the following question: 

Can a system have the capabilities of diagnosing two faults? 

The PMC mode1 interprets the above question as an arnbiguous one. The above question 

can be interpreted in two different ways : 

1. The system has capabilities of Iocating up to two faults instantly. 

II. The system has capabilities of locating at least one faulty unit, provided that the 

number of faulty units does not exceed t. 

Upon these two interpretations, PMC defines the following two situations of a 

sy stem: 

one-step t-fault diagnosable: A systern is said to be one step t-fault diagnosable. if al1 

faulty units within the system can be identified without replacement. provided the 

number of faulty units does not exceed t .  

Sequentially t-fault diagnosoble : A system is said to be sequentially t-fault 

diagnosable if at least one faulty unit cm be identified without replacement, provided 

the number of faulty units does not exceed t. 

A one step t-fault diagnosable system is obviously a sequentially t-fault 

diagnosable system. However, we c m  illustrate that a sequentially t-fault diagnosable 

system is not one a step t-fault diagnosable system using the foilowing example: 

1. It is assumed in figure 5.1 (a) that u 1 and u2 are faulty units; then the possible test 

syndrome is Xûûû 1. 

II. It is assumed that in figure S.l(b) that there is o d y  one faulty unit, u 1 ; then the possible 

test syndrome is X000 1. 





5.1.1 One step t-Pault diagnosable systems 

A system S consisting of n units c m  have a bounded t-fuult. The number of 

allowable faults within a one-step diagnosable system c m  be specified by the following 

theorem [29] : 

Let S be a one-step t-fault diagnosable, then n >= 2t + 1. Also if n >= 2t + 1 then it is 

always possible to provide a connection to form a system such that S is one-step t-fault 

diagnosable. 

It has been proven [29] that in a one step t-fault diagnosable system. every unit in 

the system is tested by at Ieast t other units. A system is said to be t-fault diagnosable 

system if n = 2t+ 1 and each unit is exactly tested by at least t other units. There may exist 

several optimal designs for any given system. 

5.2.2 Sequentiaily diagnosable systems 

An optimal design requires at least nt links for a system S with n units to be One- 

Step t-fault Diagnosable. The primary motivation for a sequentially diagnosable systerns is 

that fewer test links are needed. Also for any sequentially t-fault diagnosable ru= 2t+ 1. it 

was proven [29] that when the number of test links N= n+2t-2, there exists a class of 

design for a system S such that S is sequentially t-fault diagnosable. 

5.1.2.1 Single Loop Systems 

This is a class of design that requires n test links in the form of a Ioop. A test link 

for every node is established from Ui to Ui+l . In a single loop system with iu= 2t+ 1. 

there are at most t faulty units within a system which consist of at least 2t+l nodes and 

there is at least one pair of uni& Ui and Ui+l that are fault free. An algorithm that 

partitions and diagnoses such systerns [29] for the PMC mode1 has the following three 

steps : 



Stepl : Select a O test signal followed by a 1. The presence of a faulty unit is guaranteed if 

the number of faulty units is between O and t. The existence of a fault free unit is also 

guaranteed. The dl-zeros condition would be interpreted as dl units are faulty or dl units 

are faul t-free. 

Step2: Mark the test link folIowing the link whose test signal is 1. If the test link is already 

marked then the end of the algorithm is reached. 

Step 3: Inspect the following test link in the direction indicated by the arrow head. If the 

value of i ts  test signal is O perfom step3 on the following link. If the value of the test 

signal is I go to step2. 

5.2 PMC Implementation in PVM environment 

The design of the Single Loop System assumes that the following conditions are 

satisfied within the PVM environment : 

A link exists between each two consecutive slaves including the master node which 

will be connected to the first and the last slave, thus forming a single loop (figure 5.2); 

An ultra-reliable node or controller exists that will perform the diagnostic process on 

the set of syndromes and dynamically replace any faulty nodes: 

A fault-free tester can correctly determine the stanis of the unit it tests; 

A faulty node is capable of testing another unit but its test result is unpredictable. 



E m  5.2 Tbe poporcd links fa tbc PVM air topobOy 



arguments, the position of the testing unit Ui in the hostlisf, the positions of the tested 

units Ui+l (mod n) and the result of the test. The diagnosing program will receive these 

argument from each unit in the single loop system forming a complete syndrome of the 

system and implementing the PMC single loop algorithm. We need to have an array of 

spare fault-free units that can be replaced dynarnically upon the detection of a single faulty 

unit, and the diagnosing program should request a new syndrome from each unit in the 

system, including the newly replaced hosts, and re-apply the diagnostic aigorithm. 

The single loop design provides PVM environment with the following advantages: 

To diagnose and detect a master node failure and take protective measures to handle 

such failure by dynarnic replacement; 

To move the fault tolerant issue in PVM from the application level to the system level. 

Such an approach will improve the execution speed of a PVM application programs 

and ease the task of building fault-tolerant application programs; 

To reduce the number of tests executed by the master node. This reduction will 

rninirnize the consequences of the master node failure. In the existing PVM 

environment dl the testing requests are carried out by the master node. 

The PMC algorithm for a Single Loop System belongs to sequentially t-fault 

diagnosable systerns. The reliability of such a system is limited to an accurate detection of 

a single fault. For instance, when u l  and u2 are two consecutive faulty units, the algorithm 

for a single loop system will only detect one of the two consecutive faults accurately. This 

is due to the fact that u2 will not be detected, since it will always be tested by u 1 which is 

a faulty unit. The reliability of such an algorithm can be enhanced as follows. Upon the 

detection of a single faulty unit which often is an accurate detection, we need to replace 

this faulty unit and re-generdte the syndrome of the system again and re-apply the 

algorithm starting frorn step 1. However, this replacement approach does not contradict 

the definition of sequentially t-fault diagnosable systems but it will definitely reduce the 



possibility of a faulty unit k i n g  incorrectly diagnosed as a fault free unit and go 

undetected. 



Chapter Six 

Conclusions 

In this project , we have studied and analysed the PMC mode1 as a centralized 

diagnostic scheme and DSD as a distributed diagnostic scheme. We have chosen to 

implernent the Single Loop System class for Sequentially Diagnosable Systerns in the 

PVM environment for the following reasons: 

It requires a rninor modification to the existing PVM environment and still preserves 

the master-slave relationship within the PVM star topology. 

If we aim at diagnosis for repair instead of identifying the status of each unit then the 

accuracy of the Single-Loop System will improve. The diagnosis for repair has the 

following steps: 

Stepl : The ultra-relaible controller will correctly identify the status of the master 

node by using the majority vote on the test result performed by the slaves on 

the master node. 

Step2: If the status of the master node is fault-free Then execute the first step of the 

Single Loop System by selecting a O test signal followed by a 1 from the resulting 

syndrome. This selection will accurately point to a faulty unit that will be replaced by 

the ultra-reliable controller when analyzing the syndrome. The Single Loop S ystem is 

executed in rounds. Each round is terminated by a single replacement of a faulty unit 

or by al1 zeros syndrome. 

The Single-Loop system is a class of design for Sequentially Diagnosable Systems 

that require test links in a fom of a single bop. A test link for every node is established 

from Ui to Ui+l. There are, at most, t-faulty nodes within a system that consist of at least, 



2t+ 1 units. The main contributions of this diagnostic scheme to the existing PVM 

environment are: 

To diagnose and detect a master node failure and take protective rneasures to handle 

such failure; 

To move the fault tolerant issue in PVM from the application level to the system level. 

Such an approach will improve the execution speed of PVM application programs 

and ease the task of building fault-tolerant application programs; 

To reduce the number of tests executed by the master node. This reduction will 

rninimize the consequences of the master node failure. In the existing PVM 

environment al1 the testing requests are carried out by the master node. 

The DSD requires a fully-connected topology when the total number of faults 

remain unbounded. Such a requirement makes the DSD unsuitable for the PVM system 

because PVM is designed to scale hundreds of hosts. 

Future Work 

It is necessary to devise a solution for the master Pvmd to hand over its duties to 

another Pvmd and allow process migration. Then, the ultra-reliable controller can 

dynamically configure the virtual machine upon a detection of a node failure. The ultra- 

reliable controller node will migrate and restart any pending operation on a new 

configured destination node. The conuoller c m  also notiQ the involved Pvmd of their 

migrating tasks through a parameter that c m  be added to a Pvm-Spawn( ) system d l .  
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Appendices 

8.1 PVM Installation 

PVM3.3 supports various cornputer architecnires. The tem PVM-ARCH is used 

to represent the architecture type. PVM uses various cornputer platforms. When instailing 

PVM, only one penon is required to instdl it on hislher machine, in order for the other 

users to use it. AII versions of PVM and related documents can be obtained via 

anonymous FTP from ftp.utk.cs.edu, pub/pvm. PVM can also be obtained by sending an 

email with the message "send index frorn pvm" to netlib @oml.gov. The source code 

which the user needs to transfer from the above site pvm3.3.v. tar.z.uu where v is the 

version nurnber desired. The code is in uuencoded/compressed tar format, which when 

unpacked occupies 1Mbyte. 

Uopacking 

Before unpacking the source code. place the compressed source file obtained frorn 

FIT site in the home directory. Then issue the following commands to unpack the source 

code. 

Building 

Two environment variables must be set for each user to gain access to the PVM. 

The first variable is PVM-ROOT which points to the location of PVM3 directory. The 

second variable is PVM-ARCH that t e k  PVM the architecture of this host. PVM 



provides a stub file which is located in GPVM-ROOT/ lib/cshrc.stub that can be appended 

to each user's .cshrc file. The snib should be placed d e r  PVM-ROOT and PATH. This 

stub will automatically detemiine the value of PVM-ARCH on this machine. 

The Makefile that builds the PVM system is located in PVM-ROOT directory. By 

going to this directory and typing "make". the Makefile will build the pvmd3 and 

determine the machine architecture. It also creates the following files libpvrn3.a, 

Iibfpvm3.a, libgpvm3.a and pvmgs. PVM places these files in 

PVM-ROOT/bin/PVM-ARCH. and PVM picks the executable files from a default 

location $home/pvm3/bin/PVMVMARCH. If PVM installation was made in a more 

centraiized place like usrnocal for the use by a group of usen then each user must create 

$home/pvm3/bin/PVMVMARCH to place hisher executable files. The user executable path 

can be set in the host file to a different location. 



8.2 Implementation 

#include estdio. h> 

#include<math.b 

#include<stnng.h> 

#inchde "pvm3 .h" 

#define HostFail -22 

#define Nohost -6 

#define SysErr - 14 

struct pvmhostinfo *hostlist 3; 

int narchs, nhosts; 

main() 

{ 

int tid,i, cc,v 1 ,vZ,v3,syndrome[ lOO],A[lOO],next=- 1 ,found; 

if (!p~n_config(&nhosts,&narchs,&hostlist)) { 

for(i=û; i < nhosts; i++) { 

cc = pvm_spawn("myslave", (char**)O, 1 ,  hostlist[i].hi-narne, 1 ,  &tid); 

if (CC = 1) ( 

cc = pvmrecv(- 13) ;  

pvm-upkint(&v 1 , 1 , 1); 

pvm_upkint(&v2,1,1); 

pvm-upkint(&v3,1,1); 

syndrome[i] = v3; 

pnntf(" %s testing host %s result= %d\nW , hostlist[v 11 .hi-name, 

hostlist[v2].hiname,v3); 



pnntf(" The syndrome is ( "); 

for (i=û; i<nhosts;i*) { 

Ali] = syndrome[i]; 

printf(" %d " ,syndrome[i]); 

1 
printf(" }W); 

getc haro ; 

for (i=û;i<nhosts;i++) { 

if(A[i] =O && A[(i+ l )%nhosts]=HostFail) ( 

A[(i+2)%nhosts] = 1 ; 

printf(" =>> %d \nu, (i+2)%nhosts); 

next = (i+3)%nhosts; 

break; 

1 
1 
1 = next; 

if( next = -1)( 

printf("Either al1 hosts are faulty or al1 are fault free\nW); 

exit(0); 

1 



while (A[i%nhosts] != 1 )  ( 

while (A[i%nhosts] - 0) i=(i+ 1 )%nhosts; 

printf(" ! !--> %d \n" , i); 

if (A[i%nhosts] = HostFail && A[(i+ l)%nhosts] != 1 ) ( 

A[(i+I)%nhosts] = 1; 

i = (i+2)%nhosts; 

1 
else 

i = (i+l)%nhosts; 

1 
printf(" PMC single Ioop Mode1 hW); 

for (i=O;i<nhosts;i*) 

printf(ll %d ". A[i]); 



#incIude~tdio.h> 

#includetmath.b 

#include<string.b 

#indude "pvm3.h" 

#define HostFail -22 

#define Nohost -6 

#define SysErr -14 

stnict pvmhostinfo *hostlist =O; 

int narchs, nhosts; 

main() 

int ptid, cc, tid,i,j,mstat,pos,v 1 ,v2,v3; 

char buf[100], *name, *cname; 

gethostnarne(buf.30): /* determine who am 1 ? */ 

narne = buf; 

ptid = pvm-parent(); 

if (!pvrn~config(&nhosts,&narchs,&hostlis t ) )  { 

i = O ;  

while(i < nhosts ) { 

if (strcmp(name,hostlist[i] .hi-name)==û) { 

p o s l ;  I* Find my position in PVM configuration list */ 

break; 

1 
s t i  ; 

1 
1 



if (pas) { 

v l  = i; 

v2 = (i+ 1 )%nhosts; 

mstat = pvm_mstat(hostlist [(i+ 1 )%nhosts] .hi-name); 

v3 = mstat; 

1 
pvm-initsend(PvmDataDefau1t); 

pvm-pkint(&v 1,1,1); 

pvm-pkint(&v2,1,1); 

pvmqkint(&v3,1,1); 

pvm-send(ptid, 5); 

pvm_exit(); 

exi t(0); 
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